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Questions to the graded test (examination) 

on the course «Interaction of transport modes» 
 
1.The effectiveness and feasibility of multimodal transportation. 
2. Forms of interaction of counterparts in the transportation process. 
3. The economic sphere of different transportation modes interaction. 
4. Organizational sphere of interaction of transportation modes.  
5. Information sphere of interaction of transportation modes.  
6. Commercial and legal sphere of transportation modes interaction. 
7. Development of joint technological processes of transportation modes 
interaction. 
8. Analysis of the degree of transportation modes interaction in the region. 
9. Coordination of counterparts’ interaction in air transportation process. 
10. Factors that influence the choice of connection in cargo transportation. 
11. Time calculation of cargo delivery in mixed traffic. 
12. Cost calculation in mixed transportation. 
13. Which type of transportation do your prefer? 
14. How did you choose the type of aircraft for each transportation? 
15. How many types of transportation do you know? 
16. By which parameters did you choose type of transportation? 
17. What does the efficiency of transportation depend on? 
18. Which parameters does the efficiency of transportation depend on? 
19. How does the delivery time depend on the weight of cargo? 
20. How does the type of transportation depend on the weight of consignment? 
21. Which parameters does the choise of the type of transportation depend on? 
22. To your mind which type of transportation is the most efficient and why do 
you think so? 
23. Which type of transportation is more efficient for a certain weight of 
consignment? 
24. Which indicators are crucial for route planning? 
25. By which parameters did you choose type of aircraft for certain weight of 
consignment? 
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